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Abstract: Various metals and semiconductors containing printed circuit boards (PCBs) are abundant
in any electronic device equipped with controlling and computing features. These devices inevitably
constitute e-waste after the end of service life. The typical construction of PCBs includes mechani-
cally and chemically resistive materials, which significantly reduce the reaction rate or even avoid
accessing chemical reagents (dissolvents) to target metals. Additionally, the presence of relatively
reactive polymers and compounds from PCBs requires high energy consumption and reactive supply
due to the formation of undesirable and sometimes environmentally hazardous reaction products.
Preliminarily milling PCBs into powder is a promising method for increasing the reaction rate and
avoiding liquid and gaseous emissions. Unfortunately, current state-of-the-art milling methods also
lead to the presence of significantly more reactive polymers still adhered to milled target metal
particles. This paper aims to find a novel and double-step disintegration–milling approach that
can provide the formation of metal-rich particle size fractions. The morphology, particle fraction
sizes, bulk density, and metal content in produced particles were measured and compared. Research
results show the highest bulk density (up to 6.8 g·cm−3) and total metal content (up to 95.2 wt.%) in
finest sieved fractions after the one-step milling of PCBs. Therefore, about half of the tested metallic
element concentrations are higher in the one-step milled specimen and with lower adhered plastics
concentrations than in double-step milled samples.

Keywords: disintegration; e-waste; e-waste mechanical pretreatment; e-waste milling; precious
metals; printed circuit boards

1. Introduction

Recyclability and reusability of the materials are highly relevant to modern trends and
manufacturing technologies [1]. All industries must reduce any waste significantly by im-
plementing a computer-controlled manufacturing approach. These technologies radically
minimize waste by reusing powders and filaments [2]. These benefits decrease manufac-
turing costs from micron-sized equipment manufacturing up to large-volume industries
such as mining [3], shipbuilding [4], and civil engineering [5,6]. However, manufacturers
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typically produce electronic products and components from ecologically unfriendly mate-
rials [7,8]. Therefore, researchers meet the high demand for a novel technique to ensure
rapid and cost-effective recycling of electronic waste (e-waste).

About 53.6 Mt of e-waste was generated in 2019, as reported by the Global E-waste
Monitor 2020. From these, waste printed circuit boards (PCBs) represent the most economi-
cally attractive portion and account for about 3% of the total e-waste [9]. Therefore, PCBs
recycling is a business opportunity with a high potential to obtain revenue from growth in
the extraction and reuse of precious and base metals, such as gold, silver, and copper [10].
In addition, PCBs contain one of the highest concentrations of rare and precious metals
(RPM). Therefore, such waste has the potential to become a sustainable source of RPM for
the manufacturing of future generation electronic equipment [11].

The traditional treatment of PCBs includes cutting processes with the help of cut-
ting/shredder mills or a combination of low-intensity impacts, shear, and abrasion with
hammermills. However, both methods have significant drawbacks [12,13]. The composi-
tion of PCB is complex, wear-resistant, and creates highly abrasive particles during cutting
processes. Cutting blades passes through all layers of the PCB composites, which consist
not only of epoxy resins and fiberglass but also of robust and malleable metals and alloys,
as well as ceramics. The presence of such components leads to high wear of the cutting
edges [14]. Worn equipment reduces the efficiency of separating PCB components and
requires costly maintenance. Reducing the size of the pieces does not change the structure
of the composite, which remains predominantly solid/unbroken [15] with a relatively small
area of uncovered precious metals.

As opposed to traditional methods, the high-intensity impact generates high stresses
in the structure of PCBs. In addition, these impacts destroy bonding between adhered
layers such as resin and fiberglass (less mechanically resistant materials). Additionally, the
rapid release and uncovering of the metallic fraction (MF) and non-metallic fraction (NMF)
phases [16] occurs. Therefore, the extractor can achieve more efficient further separation by
releasing high-quality metal concentrate or exposing a large surface area for the increased
possibility/acceleration of chemical reactions [17]. Thus, impact selectivity can achieve a
high fragmentation level and becomes the main factor for the mechanical enrichment of
target metals. Furthermore, such selective disassembly is less energy consuming and saves
the remaining components of the PCB composite from excessive grinding and conversion
into technological emissions [18].

PCBs are complex composite materials that consist directly of a multilayer PCB plate,
solder, and PCB components [19]. The PCB’s plate generally consists of three layers that
are heat laminated together into a single layer. Typically, these are silkscreen, solder mask,
copper, and substrate [20]. PCB components are a general term for various components,
such as capacitors, resistors, transistors, and other electronic devices. These components
include connectors, contacts, fasteners, and many other components attached and connected
to a PCB [21].

The typical substrate of the PCB is made of fiberglass and is also known as FR4 (letters
FR mean “fire-retardant”). FR-4 glass epoxy is a popular and versatile high-pressure
thermoset plastic laminate with an excellent strength-to-weight ratio. This substrate layer
provides a solid base for PCBs. However, the thickness may vary depending on the
expected PCB’s application and service conditions. The standard thickness of four-layer
boards is about 1.6 mm [22].

The second layer of PCB is copper, typically laminated onto the substrate by supplying
heat to the adhesive. The copper layer is relatively thin to ensure high electrical conductivity
with the lowest possible heat generation. Several boards contain the sandwich of two copper
layers on opposite sides of the substrate. Manufacturers usually produce cheaper electronic
devices of single copper layered PCBs. The standard level of copper thickness on plane
layers is about 35 µm [19].

The PCB’s solder mask provides the visually observable green color. However, some-
times solder masks are designed to give the appearance in other colors, such as brown,
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red, or blue. The solder mask is also known as a liquid photo imageable solder mask [23].
The solder mask’s purpose is to prevent molten leakage [19]. The metal that facilitates the
transfer of current between the board and any attached components is solder, which also
serves a dual purpose due to its adhesive properties [24].

The main task for the mechanical processing of PCBs is the separation of PCBs into
constituent elements by following or immediate isolation from each other. Therefore, de-
stroying the mechanical bonds between these elements is essential to increase the separation
process efficiency [25]. This separation is required to create concentrates of metals and
non-metals to facilitate the access of reagents to the exposed surfaces. The most significant
and protruding parts (metal and ceramic components) are primarily exposed to abrasion
and shear. This effect results in the waste of additional energy and material from the wear
of grinding media. This factor accompanies the unnecessary grinding of metal and ceramic
components and materials’ ineffective mixing/heating [26]. One of the most widely used
e-waste recycling methods is pyrolysis. However, high brominated antipyrine concentra-
tion causing a release of toxic gases is the method’s main disadvantage [27]. Currently,
manufacturers add the compound PCB to reduce the flammability of computer components
in case of fire [28].

PCBs in common could contain up to 30 wt.% polymers, 30 wt.% ceramics, and 40 wt.%
metals [29]. Detailed composition by fractions was investigated by Roberto et al. and is
represented in Table 1 [30].

Table 1. Typical PCB composition attributed to the general groups of materials, data from [30].

Metals
(~40 wt.% in Total)

wt.%
of Metals

Ceramics
(~30 wt.% in Total)

wt.%
of Ceramics

Plastics
(~30 wt.% in Total)

wt.%
of Plastics

Cu 6–27 SiO2 15–30 Polyethylene 10–16
Fe 1.2–8 Al2O3 6–9.4 Polypropylene 4.8
Al 2–7.2 Alkali-earth oxides 6 Polystyrene 4.8
Sn 1–5.6 Titanates-micas 3 Epoxy resin 4.8
Pb 1–4.2 Polyvinyl chloride 2.4
Ni 0.3–5.4 Polytetrafluoroethylene 2.4
Zn 0.2–2.2 Nylon 0.9
Sb 0.1–0.4

Au (ppm) 250–2050
Ag (ppm) 110–4500
Pd (ppm) 50–4000
Pt (ppm) 5–30
Co (ppm) 1–4000

However, certain PCB elements contain several precious metals at much higher con-
centrations. For example, the content of Au, Ag, and Pd in the contact group, connection
slots, interfaces, and the board surface range from 180 to 3695 mg·kg−1, from 809 to
12,321 mg·kg−1, and from 96 to 118 mg·kg−1, respectively [31]. As shown above, PCBs
contain a significant concentration of valuable and expensive metals. However, along with
them, a typical PCB contains up to 70 wt.% non-metallic components made of ceramics,
plastics, and fiberglass. These components are part of the textolite. Therefore, developing
an efficient method for the preliminary separation of these components is necessary. In
addition, material recyclers are interested in preventing the formation of large amounts of
liquid or gaseous phases during waste pyrolysis.

Industry experts frequently research and implement new methods for more efficient
PCB pretreatment for valuable metals extraction. Reviewed literature shows a general
division of PCB pretreatment by mechanical and solvent-based methods [27,32–34].

Y. Zhou and K. Qiu, in their publication, have reported a new process of “centrifu-
gal separation +vacuum pyrolysis” to recover solder and organic materials from wasted
PCBs [34]. This approach has exhibited the relatively complete separation of solder from
PCBs with the help of centrifugal equipment, heated at 240 ◦C, and the rotating drum set
at 1400 rpm for 6 min intermittently. The results of vacuum pyrolysis showed that the
PCB without solder pyrolyzed to form an average of 69.5 wt.% solid residue, 27.8 wt.%
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oil, and 2.7 wt% gaseous phase [34]. This method effectively separates microchips and
other functional elements from PCB by removing the solder. However, researchers have
admitted that multilayer PCBs avoid complete Cu extraction by further processing steps.
Additionally, the pyrolysis process generates significant volumes of toxic organic gases.

M. Tatariants et al. have described a ball milling process to produce a powder ex-
hibiting high fineness from the crushed PCBs [32]. The authors have set the ball mill’s
frequency at 20 Hz for 60 min. Such an approach resulted in micro-scaled PCBs powder. Ob-
tained powder consisted of three phases: metal particles with adhered fragments of epoxy
resin, fiberglass particles partially covered with epoxy resin, and fiberglass–metal–epoxy
composite agglomerates.

Researchers have reported the use of organic solvents, such as dimethylformamide [32],
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and N, N-dimethyl pyrrolidone [33] as efficient tools for
brominated epoxy resins removal from PCB’s structure. However, these methods also
require other subsequential treatment methods, such as milling, air-flow separation, etc.

Size reduction by disintegration–milling is one of the state-of-the-art PCBs mechanical
pretreatment approaches. Various solutions can be mentioned as effective analogues, which
still demand improvements or alternative solutions to achieve reliable pretreatment result
from e-wastes with variable compositions.

A 3.25 mm fraction particle production from PCBs with the help of a rotary cutting
shredder and a subsequent three-stage grinding process in the ceramic ball mill allows for
manufacturing particles with sizes down to 125 µm [35]. However, the two-stage PCBs
crushing into a rotary cutting shredder down to 3.35 mm, then size reduction down to
about 1 mm in a four-bladed rotary cutting shredder, and final grounding with the help
of an ultra-centrifugal mill (Retsch ZM 200, Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany,) allowed for
the production of particles with sizes up to 250 µm prior to use for leaching tests [36].
At the same time, the PCB hammer-crushing and grounding with the help of an ultra-
centrifugal mill (Retsch ZM 200) provides the production of particles with fraction sizes of
4 mm–212 µm) [37]. Finally, the grounding of PCBs, preliminarily cut into 2 mm pieces,
with the help of an LM1-M ring mill (LabTechnics Australia, Victoria, Australia), allowed
for the production of particles sieved into <365, 365–500, and 500–750 µm with the help
of the Retsch AS200 control sieve shaker (Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany) [38]. All these
methods characterize an inefficient multi-step milling approach with high-energy and
human workload consumption.

The present article aims to reveal the milling rate’s effect on the properties of me-
chanically disintegrated PCBs. The idea is to apply mechanical disintegration as the
pre-treatment method to increase the content of recovered valuable metals from specific
fractions of disintegrated PCBs. The studied milling process provides the formation of
a wide range of particle sizes. The work demonstrates the dependence of common and
valuable metal contents on the size of obtained disintegration–milled particles. Therefore,
entrepreneurs can use this approach in various manufacturing technologies for further
processing the extracted valuable metals. Furthermore, recycling companies can scale up
and implement the demonstrated technology in hydrometallurgical and pyrometallurgical
processes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Used Materials

The article’s authors used PCB waste consisting of disassembled personal computer
motherboards (produced by the GIGA-BYTE Technology Co., Ltd., New Taipei City, Taiwan,
from 2010 to 2015) without central processors. An operator cut a total of 6 kg PCBs into
rectangular-shaped pieces with side lengths from about three up to 6 cm and subjected
them to disintegration–milling experiments, as shown in Figure 1a,b.

Disassembly was conducted manually at room temperature to avoid potentially harm-
ful emissions [39].
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Figure 1. As-received computer motherboard (a) and after being cut into pieces before milling (b).

2.2. Applied Milling Procedure and Used Testing Equipment

The high-energy semi-industrial disintegration–milling system DSL-350 (Tallinn Uni-
versity of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia), specially designed for processing mechanically
durable materials [40–42], was used to grind fragments of PCBs into finer particles. The
device is grinding materials by collisions. Supplied particles collide with surfaces of
grinding bodies. As a result, the intensive pressure wave propagates inside the target
particles. The resulting values of stresses exceed material strength. The specification of the
disintegration–milling device is demonstrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of the high-energy disintegration–mill DSL-350.

Parameter Value

Type of device (position of rotors) horizontal
Grinding environment air

Rotor system one/two-rotor
Number of pins/blades roads 1/3

Rotation velocity of rotors, rpm 2880
Impact velocity, m/s up to 180

Specific energy of treatment ES, kJ·kg−1 up to 13.6
Possible operating system direct

Input (max particle size), mm 45
Productivity, kg·h−1 up to 950

The principal scheme of milling equipment—centrifugal-type disintegrator mill DSL-
350 is shown in Figure 2.

Collected PCBs were preliminarily cut into smaller fragments (see Figure 1b) to feed
into the disintegration–milling device. Next, the author carried out targeted mechanical
cutting (slicing) to avoid damage to the main elements on the surfaces of PCBs. Therefore,
only the largest contact groups were cut in half, as demonstrated in Figure 1b. Next, the
operator used the obtained pieces with intact elements to investigate the effect of one and
double-step disintegration–milling on target metals contents. Finally, the authors selected
the disintegration–milling procedure for producing powder from the PCBs, as presented
in Figure 3.

An operator milled sliced PCBs (see Figure 1a) once as raw materials. Obtained
particles smaller than 2.8 mm were subjected to metal analysis and designated as X1 (see
Figure 3). Subsequently, particles bigger than 2.8 mm were subjected to repeated milling
and designated as X1 (>2.8) + X2 (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of preliminary size reduction centrifugal-type mill DSL-350.
Equipment: 1—rotors; 2—electric drives; 3—material (PCBs) supply; 4—horizontally oriented grind-
ing elements; 5—output.

Figure 3. An applied disintegration–milling, sieving, and testing scheme show an approach for
selecting fractions of powders from PCBs for metal content determination after one-step (X1) and
double-step (X1 (>2.8) + X2) disintegration–milling.

Determination of particle size distribution was carried out with the help of the vibra-
tory sieve shaker Analysette 3 PRO (FRITSCH GmbH Idar-Oberstein, Germany). Materials
with particle sizes up to about 12.5 mm were fractioned using sieves with opening sizes
of 0.09, 0.18, 0.35, 0.71, 1.40, 2.80, 5.60, and 11.20 mm. An operator measured the bulk
density with the help of the bulk density tester (Scott volumeter, according to ASTM B
329-98, Copley, Nottingham, UK) for each fraction of sieved samples X1 and X1 (>2.8) +
X2. An optical microscope (KEYENCE VHX-2000, Keyence Inc, Osaka, Japan) was used to
study the morphology of the obtained fractions.
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Metal content (MC) changes (in %) from one-step (X1, designated as MCone-step) to
double-step (X1 (>2.8) + X2, designated as MCdouble-step) milling PCB by fractions calculated
by Equation (1):

MCone−step − MCdouble−step

MCdouble−step
·100 (%) (1)

2.3. Applied Method for Metal Content Determination

Quantitative determination of MC in disintegration–milled and sieved fractions of
raw material was performed with the help of inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Thermo scientific iCAP 7000 series, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.,
Waltham, MA, USA).

First, a representative sample was prepared using the quartering method, and chemical
leaching was carried out. An aqueous solution of 6M HCl (V = 50 mL) was added to the
powder sample’s weight of 500 mg (±0.5 mg). The mixture was boiled until a wet residue
formed. Subsequently, the same treatment approach was carried out in two portions of
aqua regia (HCl:HNO3 = 3:1, V = 40 mL). An excessive amount of HNO3 was removed
by adding concentrated HCl during the boiling process. The resulting wet residue was
transferred to the filter with a 3M HCl solution and washed accurately. The resulting filtrate
was brought up to a volume of 100 mL with 3M HCl solution. Afterward, the obtained
solution was analyzed using ICP-OES (PerkinElmer Polska sp. z o.o., Kraków, Poland). To
evaluate the metal content, it is necessary to determine the non-metallic component. In the
sample under study, the filter’s undissolved residue (non-metallic element) was washed
with distilled water to pH ≈ 5–6, dried at 105 ◦C, and weighed.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Metal Content in Disintegration-Milled PCBs Fractions

The correlation between the determined MC and bulk densities in the milled PCB
is presented in Table 3. The bulk density of specimen X1 gradually increases from 0.3 to
6.8 g·cm−3 by decreasing the sieved fraction size from 2.8–5.6 mm down to <0.09 mm. Mea-
sured bulk density (up to 6.8 g·cm−3) correlates with an increase in MC (up to 95.2 wt.%),
which indicates the positive effect of the brittleness of metals on disintegration–milling per-
formance. The fractions from 0.09 to 0.35 mm can be attributed to high metal content with
the most of ceramic impurities due to relatively high bulk densities from 4.9 to 6.8 g·cm−3

At the same time, more elastic–plastic composites remain less intact and significantly reduce
the densities of largest sieved fractions.

Table 3. Bulk densities and MC of one-step (X1) and double-step (X1 (>2.8) + X2) milled PCB fractions.

Fraction, mm <0.09 0.09–0.18 0.18–0.35 0.35–0.711 0.711–1.4 1.4–2.8 2.8–5.6

Bulk density of X1, g·cm−3 6.8 5.3 4.9 1.6 0.44 0.61 0.30
Bulk density of X1

(>2.8) + X2, g·cm−3 2.23 0.84 0.81 0.53 0.58 0.35

MC in X1, wt.% 95.2 ± 1.8 57.7 ± 1.5 54.6 ± 1.2 14.3 ± 0.9 8.4 ± 0.5
MC in X1 (>2.8) + X2, wt.% 50.6 ± 1.3 26.2 ± 1.6 33 ± 0.9 8 ± 0.7 7.2 ± 0.6

Double milling of residual fraction from specimen X1 with particle sizes above
2.8 mm significantly decreases MC by about 120% in specimen’s X1 (>2.8) + X2 fraction of
0.09–0.18 mm, as compared to the same fraction’s MC of the specimen X1. In addition, dou-
ble milling also leads to about twice lower MC in case of each fraction from <0.09 (50.6 wt.%)
to 0.711 mm (8 wt.%), as compared to the specimen X1. This result obviously demonstrates
plastic and ceramic impurities, which also significantly lowers bulk densities more typical
for most ceramics (2.23 g·cm−3) and plastics with relatively high content of ceramic and
metal impurities (0.35 to 0.84 g·cm−3).

Therefore, higher concentrations of metals can be twice efficiently recovered from
one-step milled fractions with sizes larger than 0.35 mm after the first disintegration–
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milling procedure. In addition, it seems that the idea of combining the exact fraction
sizes from samples X1 and X1 (>2.8) + X2 should be performed by preliminarily removing
mechanically separated plastics from the double-step milled materials.

Therefore, most promising fractions of <0.09, 0.09–0.18, and 0.18–0.35 mm were chosen
for the determination of Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, Al, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sb, Sn, Ti, V,
and Zn contents [43], as demonstrated in Figure 4a,b.

Figure 4. Dependence of element composition of milled fraction by particle size distribution for X1
(one-step) (a) and X1 (>2.8) + X2 (double-step for >2.5 mm fractions from first milling) (b) millings.

The results show that the MC varies depending on the stages of disintegration–milling
and the fractional particle size. Plastic particles significantly decrease the fraction bulk
density and strongly correspond to reducing the metal content in corresponded fraction.

Thus, sample X1 exhibit notably higher MC in Ag, Au, Fe, and Mn cases. Of these,
recovering precious Au (from 0.01 to 0.034 mg·g−1) is the most exciting and complicated
process and requires chemicals that can be contaminated by side undesired side reactions.
Therefore, the Au recovery from large volumes of one-step milled PCBs may provide higher
economic feasibility than the recovery of the same metals from sample X1 (>2.8) + X2.

Conversely, sample X1 (>2.8) + X2 exhibits higher concentrations of Cd (from 0.0001
to 0.0006 mg·g−1), Cr (from 0.35 to about 1 mg·g−1), and Mo (from 0.0134 to 0.025 mg·g−1),
as compared to the sample X1. However, the beneficial recovery of these elements also
requires large PCB volumes.

PCBs contain more than ten-fold purer precious metals compared to ore minerals,
relatively rich with the same valuable metal atoms. Therefore, collecting PCBs to recover
valuable metals is a crucial part of urban mining [43]. Additionally, the well-developed
PCBs collection and recovery management can help avoid the leakage of environmentally
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harmful metals (e.g., Cr, Pb, Cd, etc.) into the soil, natural waters, and other places where
oxidation into harmful compounds and absorption by living organisms may occur.

A better overview of the comparison between MC (in %) in one and double-step milled
PCB samples by fractions (calculated according to Equation (1)) is demonstrated in color in
Table 4. Results show the benefits of one-step milling. The total MC after one-step milling is
higher in all fractions, from 46% (coarser fraction) up to 124% (finer fraction), as compared
to the result of double-step milling. This result indicates the lower metal concentrations
in the largest (>2.5 mm) fraction compared to tested fractions after the first milling step.
Comparison of MC within factions exhibits significant benefit of the one-step milling
approach in many cases of metals (gold, palladium, platinum, iron, manganese, nickel,
titanium, vanadium, and zinc), indicating the increase in potentially recoverable MC by
up to 1600% (precious gold) and 1770% (iron), compared to double-step milling. However,
the double-step milling is more interesting (but with more minor percentage differences)
for the recovery of aluminum, cadmium cobalt, chromium, copper, molybdenum, and
antimony without or with the combination of disintegration milled PBC fractions after the
one-step milling.

Table 4. MC changes (in %) from double (X1 (>2.8) + X2) to one-step (X1) milling PCB by fractions.

Metal Content in % after One-Step Milling in Comparison with Double-Step Milling
Total
MC *Fraction,

mm Ag Au Pd Pt Al Cd Co Cr Cu Fe Mn Mo Ni Pb Sb Sn Ti V Zn

0.18–0.35 86 400 140 0 − 25 − 67 68 − 86 − 12 1003 798 − 55 279 − 45 144 − 3 298 100 63 46
0.09–0.18 41 1600 100 100 − 44 − 67 − 8 1 − 31 1770 1548 − 56 245 47 100 − 30 357 64 70 119

<0.09 − 12 113 0 0 − 87 0 − 58 − 76 − 77 207 45 − 98 − 26 − 40 − 57 − 77 − 31 − 5 − 45 124

Notes: * Total extracted MC by fraction. Green color (positive value) exhibits the benefit (higher metal content)
of one-step milling in comparison with double-step milling approach. Yellow color (zero value) exhibits no
effect of double-step milling in comparison to one-step milling. Red color (negative value) exhibits the benefit of
double-step milling in comparison with one-step milling.

3.2. Morphology and PCBs Disintegration–Milling Dynamics

At the preliminary crushing stage by the disintegration–mill, large pieces of composite
PCBs plates quickly disintegrated into parts due to fracture. Then, each separated compo-
nent is crushed at its achieved linear speed. The morphology of sieved milled particles is
represented in Figure 5.

Fractions larger than 2.8 mm were not analyzed in detail and were subjected to
secondary milling designated as “X1 (>2.8) + X2”. The fraction with particle sizes from
1.4 to 2.8 mm contained plastic particles (blue, grey, and black color) of equivalent sizes
and some wire-like connections, as demonstrated in Figure 5a.

Fractions 0.711–1.40 mm (Figure 5b) and 0.355–0.711 mm (Figure 5c) also contained
a significant concentration of plastic particles (blue, grey, and black color). However, the
presence of visually observable metallic elements of PCBs was observed to be relatively
peeled off from plastic pieces.

Fractions of 0.355–0.18 mm (Figure 5d) and 0.09–0.18 mm (Figure 5e) mainly exhibited
fibers from fiberglass elements of PCB components instead of plastic chunks. Remarkably,
the smaller the fraction, the lower the concentration of visually observed fibers, indicating
the highest fracture resistance to the applied crushing forces inside the disintegration–mill
compared to most of the other PCB components.

The X1 finer than 0.09 mm fraction consists primarily of non-plastic components with
observable fiberglass, as shown in Figure 5f. Notably, the relatively large fiberglass particles
can pass the narrow openings of the sieve mesh by orienting perpendicularly to the surface
of the mesh.

Fractions 0.09—0.18 and <0.09 mm of X1 and X1 (>2.8) + X2 disintegration–milled
samples visually (Figure 5e,f and Figure 6c,d, respectively) differ by the presence of higher
fiber-like plastic particle concentration after one-step milling (X1).
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Figure 5. Optical images of the fractions 1.4–2.8 mm (a), 0.711–1.4 mm (b), 0.355–0.711 mm (c),
0.355–0.18 mm (d), 0.09–0.18 mm (e) and <0.09 mm with significantly lower fiberglass concentration
(f) after one-step milling (X1).

The X1 sample had slightly higher total material amounts in sieved fractions of
2.8–5.6 (5.6 wt.%), 1.4–2.8 (0.1 wt.%), 0.711–1.4 (0.8 wt.%), 0.355–0.711 (3.9 wt.%), and
<0.09 mm (0.6 wt.%), as compared to sample X1 (>2.8) + X2 (see Figure 7).

However, slightly higher total material amount in sieved X1 (>2.8) + X2 sample
fractions of 0.18–0.35 (0.1 wt.%), 5.6–11.2 (11.1 wt.%), and >11.2 (1.7 wt.%) were measured. It
seems more beneficial to perform total metal recovery from disintegration–milled particles
with fraction sizes larger than about 1.4 mm. However, the presence of equivalent-sized
plastic particles observed in Figures 5a and 6a should be removed prior to the chemical
treatment process to reduce the consumption of chemically reactive and avoid harmful
emissions by undesirable side reactions.

Glass fibers are poorly reactive to many applied reagents for chemical metal recovery.
However, these fibers can be adhered to undesirable side reactions generating polymers.
Unfortunately, many metal particles are still attached to plastic and fibrous elements;
therefore, the accessibility of chemical reagents to free metals is also limited physically.
Therefore, the total metal recovery feasibility of using the largest from disintegration–milled
particles should be researched in detail. Particles with sizes under 1.4 mm can be chosen
from specimen X1 for economically more feasible total metal recovery compared to the
exact particle sizes of X1 (>2.8) + X2, especially in recycling large volumes of PCBs scraps.
However, from a common point of view, it is also reasonable to combine these fractions
from specimens X1 and X1 (>2.8) + X2. Additional separation based on the density or
magnetic properties of the target material could be applied as a next step to remove the
separated polymer from disintegration–milled powder and obtain a cleaner product in
further studies.
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Figure 6. Optical images of the fractions 0.711–1.4 mm (a); 0.355–0.711 mm (b); 0.09–0.18 mm (c);
and <0.09 mm (d) after double-step milling (X1 (>2.8) + X2) of fraction >2.8 mm collected from the
one-step milling.

Figure 7. Particle size distribution of the disintegration–milled PCBs after first “X1” and second
milling of the fraction with particle sizes larger than 2.8 mm from first milling designated as “X1
(>2.8) + X2”.
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The PCB is a multicomponent metal–plastic multilayer composite material with a com-
plex structure consisting of brittle and plastic components. The mechanisms for reducing
the particle size of the plastic and brittle materials are different. The collision of brittle
materials with grinding elements results in a natural fracture. However, ductile metallic
materials harden during every collision impact. Therefore, the fatigue fracture occurs [42]
after two or more have implications inside the disintegration–milling working chamber.
These impacts generate a large range of particle size PCBs fractions from <0.009 up to more
than 11.2 mm during the one-step milling at 2880 rpm, as demonstrated in Figures 5 and 7.

More advanced disintegration mills have been equipped with separation systems
based on aerodynamic force principles. Such systems employ a closed air or gas flow
system (so-called inertial classifier) [44]. Such a system can provide ecologically clean
disintegration–milling of PCBs into classified powder kinetic energy to give a material
transition to collectors without support from additional mechanical transportation and
gas blowing devices. Therefore, the required time for sieving into fractions and required
energy consumption for plastics, ceramics, and metals separation from target metals by
using liquids, gas flows, magnet and electromagnet, isostatic separators, etc., can be
significantly reduced.

The performed significant plastic separation from metals with the help of disintegration–
milling helps void the incineration stage. The incineration typically leads to highly toxic
compounds such as volatile polybrominated dibenzo dioxins and dibenzofurans. Heavy
metals can cause secondary pollution (e.g., Pb; see Table 3), and brominated flame retardants
leach into groundwater. Therefore, environmentally safe recycling is an important topic
for the researcher to satisfy community and local government requirements for greener
urban mining.

4. Conclusions

Impact type one-step (X1) disintegration–milling is an effective way to crush PCBs
into particles with high MC (from 8.4 to 95.2 wt.% by decreasing particle size fractions
from 0.711–1.4 down to <0.09 mm, respectively) before chemical treatment. However,
double-step (X1 (>2.8) + X2) treatment leads to a high content of polymers and glass fibers
in resulting particle fractions with sizes from <0.09 to 5.6 mm with bulk densities from
2.23 down to 0.30 g·cm−3, respectively. The MC also reduces to 7.2 wt.% (0.711–1.4 mm
fraction) and 50.6 wt.% (<0.09 mm fraction), as compared to MC in the same fractions of X1
samples. Many visually observable (by optical microscope) metallic particles still adhere to
plastic and fibrous elements after milling. These impurities require additional separation.
The presence of polymer particles and fibers has no significant impact on MC compared to
the result after the second milling of particles with sizes above 2.8 mm. One-step milling
leads to particle fractions with sizes from <0.09 to 2.8 mm with about to six-fold higher
bulk densities from 6.8 down to 0.44 g·cm−3, respectively; and up to two-fold higher MC
in a finer range of fractions from 0.09 to 0.35 mm, as compared to the result of double-step
milling of remaining fractions with particle sizes above 2.8 mm. The approach for the
removal of mechanically released particles from metallic elements should be researched in
future studies.

Obtained tested particles from PCBs are relatively rich with Fe (up to 867 mg·g−1

in X1, <0.09 mm fraction); Cu (up to 148 mg·g−1 in X1, 0.18–0.35 mm fraction); Sn (up
to 51.4 mg·g−1 in X1 (>2.8) + X2, 0.09–0.18 mm fraction); Al (up to 45.2 mg·g−1 in X1
(>2.8) + X2, 0.09–0.18 mm fraction); Ni (up to 14 mg·g−1 in X1, 0.09–0.18 mm fraction); and
Zn (up to 10 mg·g−1 in X1, 0.18–0.35 mm fraction). The MC of other metallic elements
ranges from about 9 mg·g−1 (Mn in X1, 0.09–0.18 mm fraction) to 0.0006 mg·g−1 (Cd in X1,
all tested fractions). The MC of precious elements (Au, Pd, and Pt) are under 0.1 mg·g−1

and require large volumes of PCBs to ensure a profitable metal recovery business. The
exception is Ag with MC up to about 1 mg·g−1 (in X1, 0.18–0.35 mm fraction).
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